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THE RECORDS OF THE STATIONERS' COMPANY

Introduction

The Records of the Stationers' Company are well known as the single most important source for the history of the English book trade. Dating back to the sixteenth century, this remarkable archive has withstood the ravages of time, neglect and war to provide a unique insight into the day-to-day workings of the printing and publishing world.

The new microfilm edition of the Stationers' Company Records allows access to this invaluable research resource to an unprecedented extent. For the first time, scholars engaged in historical, literary and bibliographical research can have available in their own libraries the entire archive up to 1920, including a wealth of new material, particularly from the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

The microfilm edition includes various indexes of the material, such as the series of abstracts of the Court Books (1602-1919). To complement these indexes, a new catalogue of the contents of the Muniment Room at Stationers' Hall has been compiled. In addition, over fifty boxes of supplementary material touching upon every aspect of the Company's affairs have now been sorted and indexed, making these little known documents readily accessible.

The expert editorship of the Company's archivist, Robin Myers, ensures that this is the complete, definitive edition of the Records up to 1920, and occasionally beyond, containing every document at Stationers' Hall that a researcher might want to see.

Arrangement of the records on microfilm

The Records are arranged in twelve Parts, spread over 115 reels of microfilm. The twelve Parts are listed overleaf, and the following pages summarise the contents of the microfilm reels.

A detailed catalogue of the Records, which will also serve as a guide to the microfilm edition, is in active preparation (as at November 1987) by Robin Myers, and will be supplied to all purchasers of the microfilm edition.
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